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ABSTRACT

In the context of the Third International
Conference on Humanistic Discourse, this text
introduces Douglas J. Osler’s « Images of Legal
Humanism ». 

RÉSUMÉ

Dans le cadre du troisième congrès
international sur le discours humaniste, le
texte propose une introduction à « Images of
Legal Humanism » de Douglas J. Osler.

The Munich meeting viewed humanistic discourses in
the perspective of a resistance to dogma. Given the
connotations of dogma, this seems to invest humanistic
discourses with various forms of immediately plausible
values. Logically, though, the perspective is a negative
one in that it does not reliably guide the selection and
adoption of such values. Consequently, humanistic
discourses can also be seen as generative machines
producing surplus values with uncertain status. In other
papers (Kablitz, Müller), it is obvious that the production
of such values is hardly controllable by stopping rules,



that therefore some form of "wild energy" (Michelet; cf.
also Burckhardt) may loom threateningly behind them.
There is, then, a constant oscillation between 'humane'
values in a more narrow, as it were positive sense (from
freedom of and for the individual to human rights), and
forms of thinly veiled 'naturalisms' (that is atavisms with
topical functions). The double bind of humanistic
discourses lies in the commitment to human concerns,
however vague, and the uncontrollable side effects -
sometimes main effects - these commitments produce.

Osler's paper is highly instructive in these respects. In
recalling Kristeller's definition, it shows that studia
humanitatis may be conceived and practised with
complete neutrality to what has become in discourse
history - the 'humanistic', that is the value orientation of
humanism. The "model humanist" of the Renaissance,
the master of languages, the cultivated polymath who
combined classical learning with Christian piety (M. A.
Delrio, cf. chap. III in Osler) is perfectly capable of
writing a handbook on the law of witchcraft dealing in
sophisticated detail with the detection, torture and
execution of miscreant women. Legal humanism must
then be seen as a "technical" humanism (chap. IV), that
is as the historical and philological study of Roman law,
indifferent or neutral with respect to the 'barbarity'
Roman law and culture at large may have involved. Osler
then demonstrates how the history of legal humanism,
technical in its beginning, progresses step by step into a
full-fledged humanism inventing values which have
nothing to do with the Roman sources which they are
said to be ultimately based upon (Roman law being
mainly concerned with property questions, chap. V). In
his studia humanitatis, the legal humanist, for a long
time, is not at all interested in creating a good man, a
worthy jurist, from the wholesome education purportedly
provided by Latin and Greek literature (chap. VIII). It is
perhaps mainly with the 18th century (and perhaps more
markedly in Germany) - for reasons dealt with in other
meetings of the International Conference on Humanistic
Discourse (ICHD) - that a latent, and then open
'humanistification' of legal humanism sets in. Osler
quotes Jugler to that effect (1755: "Legal humanism
[Osler's translation; the term as such does not appear in
Jugler] is the study of Roman law joined together in the
tightest bond with philosophy (particularly that of the
Stoics), antiquities, the Greek and Latin language, the
art of textual criticism, Roman history and literature";
chap. VII). This culminates, in the 19th century, in the
pathos of Theodor Mommsen extolling the "noble and
liberal art of law (...), this Roman law, like a noble gold
smelted again and again, today shines with a splendour



which has not been diminished but rather augmented by
age" (1870, chap. IX).

Legal humanism, as analyzed by Osler, appears as
perhaps the clearest case of an a(nti)human(e), 
formalistic core or at least potential in what is
traditionally portrayed as humanism. This might even
hold true for the "philologia perennis" advocated by
Gavrilov. In the intracultural frictions of the term within
European legal and literary humanistic studies we may
detect the prefigurement of intercultural tensions with
which we are wrestling today. It does not help much, in
such a situation, to redefine, with or in the wake of
Habermas, humanism (e.g. classical studies) as a
training in discourse skills.
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